BBH’s turn-key staff safety solution includes small push-button panic devices that your staff wear on a lanyard or clip-on. Bluetooth beacons are placed in guest rooms and other desired common areas to determine the location of where the panic button is pressed. When the button is pressed, text and e-mail alerts are sent to notify designated on-site security personnel. The distress location also appears on the property’s floor plan. The alerts are updated every 10 seconds to communicate the accurate location of the person in distress, even if the person is moving.

Key Features:

- Safe in All Places: A push-button solution your staff can rely on wherever they are
- Pinpoint Indoor Tracking: Beacon settings are fine tuned to prevent drifting
- No “Floor Hopping”: Advanced algorithm guarantees floor level accuracy
- 100% Off-Network: Not dependent on on-site IP network availability
- Real-Time Updates: Location updates and continues to track while person is moving
- Independent System: Push buttons NOT required to be paired to the person’s phone.
- Quick and Easy Installation: Normally complete in one day
- Expandable: Base system installation is expandable to future IoT sensors/services
What is included in the BbH Push and Protect Solution?

- Cellular Gateways (typically one per floor or every-other floor, depending on property layout)
- Wireless Panic Buttons (lanyards or clip-ons)
- Battery-operated Bluetooth Beacons
- Mobile App and Web Dashboard License
- Installation, Initial Configuration, and Training

INTERESTED? Please contact Rob Johnston at Broadband Hospitality at rjohnston@bbh.com